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Dive into a world of endless possibilities! Explore the pools around you. Uncover incredible private pools, soak up rave 
reviews, and seize the opportunity to hire the pool you've always dreamed of. SWIMPLE connects hosts that have 
underutilised pools with people seeking a way to gather, cool off, exercise, have a pool party or even swimming lessons 
generating the host a source of income whilst providing a service to those in need. 
 
 
With the launch of SWIMPLE in Australia, a ground-breaking platform that connects eager swimmers with private pool 
owners, SWIMPLE aims to create a unique and personalised private pool hire experience for guests while enabling hosts to 
generate a lucrative opportunity to earn an income from their pool. 
 
SWIMPLE, a blend of "swim" and "simple," embodies the platform's commitment to simplicity and accessibility in the world 
of private pool rentals. The SWIMPLE platform aims to redefine leisure and relaxation by offering an exclusive and private 
pool experience to individuals and families seeking a personal oasis for a day of fun in the sun. 
 
 
Key Features of SWIMPLE: 
 
1. Guest-Friendly Interface: SWIMPLE boasts a user-friendly website, ensuring a seamless experience for guests looking to 
book a private pool. With just a few clicks, users can explore a variety of pool options, amenities, and pricing to find the 
perfect pool for their needs. 
 
2. Host Opportunities: Homeowners with pools now have the opportunity to turn their unused pool time into a source of 
income by listing their pool on SWIMPLE for free. Hosts can easily manage bookings, set pricing, and connect with guests to 
create a safe and enjoyable experience for all. 
 
3. Safety First: SWIMPLE prioritises safety by implementing a rigorous vetting process for hosts and offering guidelines for 
both hosts and guests to ensure a secure and enjoyable environment for all users. 
 
4. Transparent Pricing: SWIMPLE believes in transparency. Guests can view detailed pricing information, including any 
additional amenities offered by hosts, allowing them to make informed decisions based on their preferences and budget. 
 
5. Customer Support: SWIMPLE is committed to providing excellent customer support, with a dedicated team based in 
Australia available to assist both hosts and guests with any inquiries or concerns. 
 
 
The team behind SWIMPLE, based on the Sunshine Coast in Queensland, expresses excitement about the platform's launch, 
stating, "SWIMPLE was born out of a desire to create unique and personalised private pool hire experiences for individuals 
and families across Australia. We believe in the power of shared spaces and the joy that a private pool can bring. Whether 
you're hosting or swimming, SWIMPLE is your go-to platform for unlocking the potential of private pools." 
 
SWIMPLE is now live and ready to make a splash across Australia. To learn more or to book your very own private pool 
experience, visit http://swimple.com.au. 
 
 
SWIMPLE is a revolutionary online platform based in Australia that connects individuals seeking a private pool experience 
with pool owners looking to generate an income from their unused pool time. By fostering a community of hosts and guests, 
SWIMPLE aims to redefine leisure and relaxation by providing unique, safe, and enjoyable aquatic experiences for all. 
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